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Packet network 

Simulate a packet network similar with the one in the figure below. Assume the following: 

 

 M switching nodes with unlimited buffer capacity and infinite processing rate. 

 N communication lines characterized by their transmission rate (in bits/s). 

 R routes connecting a source with a destination node. A route is a sequence of 

communication lines that are traversed sequentially. Each route has a source that 

generates packets. 

 The parameters of a source are: (1) its arrival rate (packets/s), (2) the average size of the 

packet (bits). Use exponential random numbers for interarrival time and packet size. 

a. Choose apropriate data structures to represent the network. Provide commands to 

initialize a configuration. Evaluate statistics of packet delay for each route and for the 

whole network. Determine appropriate buffer sizes at the nodes. Provide commands to 

save the network configuration in a file and load it from there.  

b. Update the application to deal with limited processing and storing capacities on each node 

(e.g, max packets stored in internal queues, max packets/s processed).  

c. Update the application to consider different types of traffic (e.g. web, email, VoIP, etc) 

with various QoS requirements (e.g, VoIP highest priority).  

d. Add a simple visual representation of the simulation as depicted below:  
e.       From 
f.       A B C D E 
g. To: A   _     _ 
h.     B _   _ .  
i.     C   @   .   
j.     D   = .   = 
k.     E @     . 



l.  
m. @ high traffic (e.g. from B to C and from A to E) 
n. = medium traffic (e.g. from B to D and from E to D) 
o. . low traffic (e.g. from D to B and from C to D) 
p. _ no traffic (e.g. from B to A and from A to B) 

 
Usage of OBERON or BlackBox Component Framework is required. 

Credits: Martin Reiser, Niklaus Wirth. Programming in OBERON - Steps beyond Pascal and Modula. Addison-

Wesley / ACM Press, 1992, 1994. ISBN 0-201-56543-9 


